
A college student who went by the nickname “God 
God” (갓갓) made chatrooms on the mobile app 
Telegram targeting young females, where he shared 
their sex photos and videos. A copycat named Cho 
Joo-bin did the same thing under the nickname 
“Doctor” (박사). Both approached women and were 
able to get their personal information and sex photos 
and videos, which they used to blackmail them 
and have them perform further sex acts on camera. 
These and other operators regularly uploaded photos 
and videos of their victims showing violent and 
humiliating acts. This content could be viewed in 
several chatrooms, collectively referred to as the 
“Nth Room”. To enter these rooms, users had to pay 
between 200,000 won and 1.5 million won. After 
making payment, users ordered victims to perform 
sadistic sex acts and even sexual assault. In the end, 
the case resulted in more than 70 sex crime victims 
including 16 minors.
We reached out to Early Childhood Education 
Department students at Kangnam University via 
messenger, to ask their opinions of this case. 

Student 1
I think this crime is the most serious form of 
sexual violence because it targeted young children. 
Using young children’s personal information 
and blackmailing them merits a heavy penalty. 
In cyberspace where perpetrators can hide in 
anonymity, sensitive and impulsive youth can feel 
fear and pressure, driving them to suicide. People 
need to change their perceptions. Punishment alone 
has its limits.

Traveling during COVID-19
By NANA PHAM

A beautifully-numbered year struck hard by a virus 
with the name of my favorite Mexican beer, the 
year 2020 will surely be one for the history books. 
As we all know, almost every country has been 
touched by the virus. My lifestyle has been affected 
as well, but I’ve also had the good fortune to travel 
and safely witness the coronavirus situation in 
several countries.
 
Vietnam: A normal Lunar New Year
 
I went to Vietnam in the middle of January to 
spend Lunar New Year with my family. By this 
time, the coronavirus had started to gain Asia’s 
attention with rapidly increasing cases in Wuhan, 
China and neighbouring countries such as South 
Korea and Japan. Vietnam had several cases from 
students and workers who had returned from 

Wuhan, though the government seemed able to 
contain them. My flight from Incheon to Hanoi 
was normal. I had a wonderful holiday with my 
family and, at the end of the month, was clear to 
return to Korea without any travel restrictions. On 
my journey home, however, the number of cases 
outside mainland China had increased. Vietnam 
and Korea had more imported cases. The day I 
went to Noi Bai Airport, Vietnam tested two new 
cases coming from Chinese tourists right at the 
airport, which made the terminal a mess. Everyone 
was in a panic. I just tried to keep myself isolated, 
keep my mask on and wash my hands every hour 
at the airport. In only two weeks, the scene at the 
two airports was transformed. There was no longer 
a single person without a mask.
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Empty shelves in a Paris supermarket at the start of self-isolation measures.                       PHOTO: NANA PHAM
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Reactions to the Nth Room case
By SEUNG YEON SONG

SOURCE: REUTERS/DADO RUVIC  via qz.com



Life of an international student in Korea
By NAKAYIZA HOPE LETICIA
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As a person studies in a different country, there is a lot for fun as well as lots of 
challenges to be picked up along the journey. I want to share some of the challenges 
that are common to almost all international students living here in Korea.

Language
Without a doubt most international students have this problem, especially during the 
first semester when we have all just finished our Korean language classes. Even after 
studying Korean for a full year, the first semester is always hard. Since our university 
classes are in Korean, it is difficult to keep up with our professors who speak so fast 
as compared to our language school teachers who speak slowly so that all students 
can understand them more easily. The next challenge is taking exams in Korean. 
This becomes quite funny (and sometimes sad) when you don’t know what a certain 
question on the exam is asking. Doing well on these exams, however, makes me so 
proud. 

 
Making Korean friends

This provides many funny experiences. Korean students may think international 
students don’t really know how to speak Korean, which makes it hard to interact. You 
should, however, do your best to make one or two friends in class. It is quite helpful 
because you can’t always do stuff on your own.

 
Korean food

Any new country poses this challenge. The food in Korea is so different from what we 
eat in my home country, getting used to it took some time. Though it is not easy to like 
every food that is foreign to your palate, we learn to recognize the ones we can handle 
and tolerate the many others that seem strange. There will always be something palate-
friendly for everyone. Samgyeopsal is one of many I have come to enjoy.
 
Homesickness

The long distance between our countries is a great barrier. Being away from home and 
only reaching your family and friends through social media makes us miss them all so 
much. When your family is going through a hardship, or when your home country is 
hit by a natural disaster, it is heartbreaking when you can’t be there with them.
 
Part-time job

All students can use extra cash. Although some people find it easy to get a part-time 
job, for some it is quite a hassle. Also, juggling both work and studies can become 
challenging.
 
Adjusting to a new country isn’t easy, but doing so makes memories and helps us grow 
stronger. I hope you will build friendships that will help you have the best time away 
from home. I know I am loving my experience so far!

Why go to college?
By HEE SU PARK

 

 With all the risks we face, why do we go to college? As we 

know, so many young adults are either unemployed or lack 

stable employment while suffering from a high amount of debt 

from having to pay for their college education. After all of that 

studying, this is where we end up. Nobody seems to question this. 

But we should ask if our education is actually beneficial to our 

lives. Shouldn’t college play a central role in solving the problems 

we face?

 There is meaningful data with regards to the relationship between 

employment and a college education. According to Job Korea, 

one of the biggest job recruitment sites in the country, the heads 

of Human Resource departments were asked what the most 

important factors were considered when hiring people. The 

least important factors were their college degree and course 

credits. Additionally, blind recruiting, which prevents personal 

information such as an applicant’s college degree, course credits, 

birthdate, and sex from being considered, has been introduced 

in the recruitment process. This method of finding applicants 

has shown that companies prioritize work skills related to their 

majors and jobs sought, experience working on teams, and the 

job interview itself over traditional criteria. In other words, mere 

graduation from college does not have the value it once had in 

the job market. Rather, skills acquired during college life are 

considerably more important.

 So, does a college education today address this new reality in 

the job world? Unfortunately, it does not. Most college courses 

require students to completely absorb all knowledge delivered 

by professors through their lectures then write it all down on 

exam papers. Creative thinking, curiosity, and active research are 

strictly limited because their value is not recognized by professors 

and students. When I raised this point in one of my classes, I was 

made fun of by my peers who chose to find comfort in pointlessly 

memorizing facts.

SOURCE: creativededuction.com
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It was a pity to miss this year’s cherry blossoms on Kangnam University’s 
campus.

I should be sitting in a classroom at this time or doing group work with my 
classmates. Instead I am at home studying by myself. This was supposed to be my 
last semester at Kangnam University. I had planned to enter graduate school in 
Korea this September. However, because of COVID-19, I have had to change my 
plans.

Taking classes at Kangnam University would have been very difficult during this 
pandemic. Chinese students are not allowed to stay on campus in the dormitory, 

which makes attending school somewhat inconvenient. Because other students can 
live in the dormitory, I think Chinese students are treated differently. Considering 
that the school’s decision is for our safety, however, I suppose I find this acceptable. 
On the other hand, all students have to take their classes online, and we are not 
even free to choose which courses we can take. This was too much for me. I didn’t 
want to finish my study abroad at home. So after much consideration, I decided to 
take the year off.

COVID-19 has taken many people’s lives, caused great inconvenience to the way 
we live and work, and has had a very negative impact on the world economy. But 
it has also been a good opportunity for us to reflect on ourselves. For example, the 
Chinese government has been making a bigger effort to combat the consumption 
of wild animals. Additionally, this pandemic has made me think about myself and 
the world we live in.

COVID-19 has made me see not only the unselfish dedication of human 
beings but also the harm caused by the prejudice I have seen. In the face of such 
difficulties, working together is a more effective solution than blaming others. The 
mutual help among various countries also gives us a warm feeling. Unfortunately, 
there are also some unfriendly voices. The terms "Wuhan virus" and "Chinese 
flu" make Chinese feel particularly uncomfortable, and some Chinese in foreign 
countries have even been threatened. China has been drowned in spittle. Will 
accusations bring back dead lives? Will accusations reduce our losses? Will 
accusations help us get through this crisis faster? If not, let us work together rather 
than use social media to scold each other.

I hope everything gets better soon. Let’s continue to stay positive, wash our 
hands, and wear our masks.

Perhaps next spring I be able to see the cherry blossoms at Kangnam University.
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The pandemic’s impact on studying abroad
By LEILEI LIU

Student Column

Nth Room case  FROM 2 College?  FROM 2
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A photo of my university in China. It is currently open only to students who need to 
conduct experiments. All students need to be checked to enter the school gate.

 All members of the college community should seriously 

reflect on the central role education at this level should 

play in our lives. Just memorizing knowledge from books 

and taking exams are useless in a rapidly changing world. 

There is so much complexity in our society today between a 

variety of fields that professional and creative skills are more 

necessary than ever.

 Skeptical of simply receiving course credits, I have decided 

to have more active experiences, doing research about what 

I love and doing jobs I’m passionate about. I am working 

on my teamwork skills and ability to write reports, organize 

information, and speak foreign languages. I hope these 

efforts will help me realize my dream to become a diplomat 

specialized in the Middle East.

 Education that sees students as information sponges must 

end. A variety of activities to stimulate active and creative 

thinking must be introduced into all curricula. If institutions 

can do this, students will be able to broaden their sights and 

have truly fulfilling careers after graduation.

 Student 2
Currently, the Nth Room cases tend to focus on the perpetrators’ punishment. Of course, 
that's important, but compensation for damages to the victims is also essential. I think the 
state should put more active focus on the obligation to victims.

Student 3
Cho Joo-bin said he thought of women as currency, while “God God” said he did what he 
did for fun. Are these really words that come from a person's mouth? In other countries, the 
crime of producing and distributing child pornography is high with sentences from 20 to 70 
years. The Republic of Korea needs to take this crime more seriously. The problem is not 
only with the operators but the 260,000 users who paid to see it. Our country needs to be 
more alert.
 
Student 4
The Nth room case appears to be a cruel and terrible sexual exploitation case that includes 
not only adults but also minors. What was most surprising was that there were people who 
blamed the victims. In our society, there seems to be too many false perceptions that the 
victims were not careful. People wonder why victims of sexual assault, sexual harassment, 
and sexual exploitation weren’t more careful or why they obeyed their blackmailers like 
fools. I think we should try harder to change this social perception.
 
The Writer
This case and its more 70 victims has signaled the seriousness of digital sex crimes. When 
I first heard about the Nth Room, I felt despair. The criminals are young, and many of their 
victims are even younger. They take advantage of the anonymity and interconnectedness 
of cyberspace and then use it to belittle victims. How far should we allow crimes under the 
guise of freedom of expression in cyberspace? What is the funamental cause of children 
being driven to places like the Nth room in the first place? We have to focus on stronger 
laws to fight digital sex crimes and take care of young people who are at risk. This is 
something the whole country has to work on together.



Korea from Paris on March 17, Europe closed its 
borders just a few hours later. Never before had I seen 
Charles de Gaulle so empty. My flight carried out by 
KLM Dutch Airlines had almost four seats for every 
passenger. It was so empty the crew members gave 
us special places to sit during takeoff just to keep the 
plane balanced. 

Airport
 
After returning to Korea I had my temperature 
checked and followed a long procedure to document 
my travel history. I was asked to install a tracking 
app on my phone and report my symptoms every 
day through the app before finally being “released” 
for home-quarantine as I showed no symptoms. 
Kangnam University got me a private driver to go 
back to the dormitory where I quarantined myself.
 
What did I do during those fourteen days? I wore my 
mask and washed my hands, of course!

Wuhan”. I had literally traveled from one outbreak to 
another. 

Amsterdam: A city of bicycles
 
When I went to Amsterdam from Paris there 
were only two recorded cases of infection in the 
Netherlands. Yet, people seemed to be of more 
aware of the virus. Some people wore masks at train 
stations and on the subway, while hand sanitizer was 
available at some restaurants and hotel entrances. 
Even pharmacies put up signs saying “No mask or 
hand gel”. Amsterdam is a beautiful and peaceful city 
with canals and bridges everywhere (there are over 
1,700!). People ride bicycles as the main form of 
transport inside the city. Although still deemed safe, 
Amsterdam, like Paris, was emptier due to the sharp 
decrease of Asian tourists. 

Korea: Self-quarantine
 
Two of my return flights to Korea got cancelled. 
When I was finally able to get on a plane back to 

France: Not our problem (yet)!
 
After returning from Vietnam, I stayed ten days in 
Korea where people started paying serious attention 
to the virus. Face masks and hand sanitizers were 
quickly out of stock due to high demand. People 
did not go out without a mask. I took an Air France 
flight on February 10 from Incheon to Paris Charles 
de Gaulle with my precious KF94 mask and a bottle 
of alcohol to clean my seat as I could not buy hand 
gel. At Incheon International Airport the staff were 
dressed like hospital workers with face masks and 
hand gloves. Hand gel dispensers were installed 
everywhere. Our flight crew also wore masks and 
hand gloves, giving the feeling we were on an 
untraceable plane.
 
Arriving at Charles de Gaulle, I felt like I had escaped 
the coronavirus. Hand sanitizers were nowhere to be 
found. The only people wearing a mask were from 
China or Korea. I thought I was safe. At the beginning 
of February, the coronavirus had not seemed to affect 
Europe. European countries were even sending 
rescue planes to bring their citizens out of the infected 
regions. So, after leaving the hot pot of coronavirus in 
Korea, it felt good to see life in France still occurring 
as normal. Worried family and friends advised me 
to remain in France for my safety. Then the situation 
changed. At the beginning of March, a small outbreak 
in Lombardy got out of control, making it the new 
epicenter. Several days later, France’s number of 
infections had increased by thousands. By the middle 
of March, Europe was being referred to as “the new 
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Kangnam Hakbo Vocab Challenge
Use the clues below to fill in this month’s crossword puzzle. All of the answers come from this month’s English articles.

Answers: englishhakbo.chaekjang.com

7. to accept or endure
10. can’t be found
11. wrong, incorrect
12. to make someone feel small
14. having fun hurting others
16. the eating of something
17. start of war or disease
18. happening often
19. to see as important
21. having good, helpful results
22. sudden and wild fear
25. having a job
26. luck
27. not easily convinced
29. alone; far from others
30. becoming smaller or less
33. an imitator
34. something in one’s way 

1. a criminal
2. doing for no purpose
3. money given for a loss
4. a chance to do something
5. to control or keep from escaping
6. a form hiding one’s true nature
8. a feeling of not being sure
9. a way of understanding
11. a reason for a result
13. connection point at airport
15. a series of actions in order
20. acting without thinking
23. an attack
24. to behave so as to affect another
28. a disease around the world
31. more than two but not many
32. the effect of one upon another
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Traveling during COVID  FROM 1
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An empty train station in Amsterdam

PHOTO BY NANA PHAM

An empty Charles de Gaulle


